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Abstract

The transition between catenary tensioning sections is accomplished smoothly

by overlapping a number of spans in each catenary section. This work presents

an analysis of the overlap section in a high-speed railway catenary based on

numerical simulations. The paper studies the influence on the system’s dynamic

behaviour of features such as double cantilevers and tensioning devices efficiency.

Four and five-span overlaps are compared and the effect of train speed and

overlap contact wire geometry are also analysed. Finally, an entire catenary

section is optimised by Bayesian Optimisation techniques, leading to a catenary

configuration with an interaction force with a standard deviation notably lower

than that provided by the nominal catenary design.

Keywords: Railway catenary, Overlap section, Multiple pantograph operation,

Tensioning device, Bayesian Optimisation

1. Introduction

High-speed railway vehicles are powered by electric energy transmitted through

the interaction of the overhead contact line or catenary and pantograph. The
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quality of the power supply is extremely sensitive to this interaction, which is

responsible for contact loss and wear on the sliding components.5

Catenaries are installed as a sequence of sections about [1-1.5] km long with

tensioning devices at each end composed of weights and pulleys whose purpose is

to guarantee constant mechanical tension on the wires. The transition from one

section to another is made progressively with the overlapping of certain spans

in which the contact wire of one section is raised while that of the upcoming10

section is lowered to the nominal height. These overlap sections, in which the

pantograph interacts with two wires simultaneously, are thus critical to the

quality of the power supply [1], measured in terms of statistical parameters of

the interaction force such as its standard deviation (SD), its maximum and its

statistical minimum.15

Simulations of the pantograph-catenary dynamic interaction are now widely

used and well established, as can be seen in the state-of-the-art literature [2, 3, 4].

Most studies which have been performed to analyse the dynamic behaviour of

the system focus on the central part of the catenary section. Although some of

the analyses deal with curved paths [5], very few consider transitions between20

catenary sections. Among these, Shimizu et al. [6], provide some experimental

measures of contact wire height and wear on overlapping sections of the Japanese

high-speed Shinkansen lines in a study that evaluated different simulated sce-

narios for contact wire height variations in overlaps. Harèll et al. [7, 8] proposed

a finite element model of a catenary with a five-span overlap section and sug-25

gested that the dynamic behaviour at the transition can be even better than

in the central spans. These results show that the dynamic performance of the

overlap sections is improved by lowering the lift at the supports. Massat et al. [9]

proposed a finite element-based tool able to deal with pantograph-catenary in-

teraction in overlap sections and evaluate its elasticity. Mei et al. [10] also used30

finite element simulations considering five-span overlap sections. Benet et al.

proposed an academic 2D model [11] composed of a single transition span with

droppers only in the first half, and used this to provide the results of a dynamic

simulation. More recently, Antunes et al. [12] analysed the dynamic behaviour
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of the overlap sections and concluded that the impact of different overlapping35

arrangements is still a challenge to be considered.

The main objective of this work is to address this challenge by proposing a

method of analysing different overlap arrangements and optimising the geometry

of the overlap section of high-speed catenaries by numerical simulations of the

pantograph-catenary interaction. A model based on the EAC-350 catenary was40

chosen as an example, although the proposed methods could also be applied

to other catenary types. The methods proposed in previous work [13, 14, 15]

are used as the basis for constructing a numerical model of the catenary. In

the present work the model is extended to incorporate transition spans and the

fast simulation solver [14] is modified to consider interaction of the pantograph45

with two contact wires. The paper analyses the effect of other features, such as

double cantilevers and tensioning device efficiency, which are usually neglected

in numerical models.

The paper is organised as follows. After this Introduction, the extension of

the numerical model presented in [15] to consider overlap sections is described50

in Section 2. The effect of double cantilevers and changes in tensioning device

efficiency is dealt with in Section 3. In Section 4 current collection quality in the

overlap sections is analysed at different train speeds and compared with that

obtained in the central spans. A parametric analysis of the contact wire height

profile in transition spans is performed in Section 5, while Section 6 contains a55

comparison between three, four and five-span overlaps. In Section 7, a Bayesian

Optimisation (BO) algorithm is used to efficiently obtain the optimum contact

wire height and dropper spacing of an entire catenary section, including the

overlap, in terms of the interaction force SD. Some concluding remarks are

given in Section 8.60

2. Numerical models

The catenary model was based on the EAC-350 overhead contact line, a high-

speed railway catenary whose material properties and geometric parameters can
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be found in the Appendix of [15]. The finite element (FE) model used in this

work is developed from the previous works [13], which presents how the static65

configuration is obtained, and [14] in which an efficient dynamic simulation

procedure is proposed.

In this FE catenary model, posts and cantilevers were replaced by appropri-

ate boundary conditions. The steady arms, messenger and contact wire ends

are pinned, whilst the vertical coordinate of the messenger wire connections to70

the supports are fixed. There are two different posts in a catenary section that

need additional boundary conditions. The central mast is anchored and has

restricted longitudinal movement (circle in Figure 1), while the first and last

cantilevers prevent the vertical displacement of the contact wire (fixed brackets

marked with a cross in Figure 1).75

This section highlights the particular features and new input parameters

needed to include transition spans at the beginning and end of a catenary sec-

tion, as shown in Figure 1. The non-linear shape-finding problem is solved to

obtain the initial catenary configuration while fulfilling the equilibrium equa-

tions and constraints defined by the design, as described in [13] and similarly80

presented in [16].

The reader is referred to [13] for details of the implementation. Here, we only

define the new constraints used to incorporate overlap spans into the catenary

model (see Figure 2). The new input parameters are defined in Table 1.

Static equilibrium is established by equating internal elastic Fint, and gravity85

Fg forces:

Fint(q, l)− Fg(l) = 0 (1)

which depends on the nodal coordinates q and the undeformed lengths of the

elements l.

The geometric parameters h1, hsup, htd
cw and htd

mw (see Figure 2) are defined

as boundary conditions, including the fixed bracket, which is modelled by re-90

stricting the vertical movement of the contact wire support at height h1. Other

parameters of the overlap section are imposed as constraints of the shape-finding
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Figure 1: Catenary model with a four-span overlap and its principal elements viewed

from different perspectives.

problem:

• The vertical coordinate h2 of the node that connects the steady arm with

the contact wire. This is accomplished by including the steady arm sup-95

port height hsa as a new unknown in the initial configuration problem.

Although not visible in Figure 2, the lateral coordinate of this point is also

considered to obtain the desired stagger in the contact wire. The result

of these constraints determines the inclination of the steady arm.

• The vertical coordinate hd of the nodes that connect the dropper d with the100

contact wire. Each undeformed dropper length ld is set as the unknown

by which it can be achieved.

Different profiles of this span can be defined by imposing the height of each

yellow circle in Figure 2. The parabola used passes through the support

heights h1 and h2 and is tangent to the nominal height h0.105
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Figure 2: Front view of the overlap spans. Parameters (plain symbols) and variables

(bold symbols) that define the initial configuration.

As an example of the results that can be obtained from the initial configu-

ration problem, Figure 3 shows the tension forces of each of the seven droppers

fd of the last four spans of a catenary section. The input parameters to define

the initial configuration of the overlap section are given in Table 1. Droppers in

the first two spans hold a tensile force around 110 N and the pattern observed110

is repeated in all central spans. However, in the overlap spans (the two last

spans considered in Figure 3) in which the contact wire is raised, droppers are

notably less tensioned.

Once the initial configuration is available a linearised dynamic equation is

obtained since displacements u can be considered small in the dynamic problem.115

This leads to:

Mü + Cu̇ + Ku = F (2)
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Figure 3: Tension force of droppers on the last four spans with droppers in a catenary

section.

Table 1: Input parameters to define the initial configuration of the overlap section.

Parameter Symbol Value

Distance between poles Ls 65 m

Nominal height h0 5.3 m

Contact wire tensioning device height htd
cw 7.3 m

Messenger wire tensioning device height htd
mw 8.2 m

Messenger wire support height hsup 6.6 m

Contact wire support 1 height h1 0.6 m

Contact wire support 2 height h2 0.035 m

in which M and K are the mass and the stiffness matrices, respectively, matrix

C is built by a Rayleigh damping model whose damping coefficients are taken

from the benchmark exercise [2], F denotes the vector of external applied forces

and ü and u̇ are the nodal accelerations and velocities, respectively. Despite120

this standard appearance, the problem entails two non-linearities related to

dropper slackening (droppers only transmit traction forces) and pantograph

contact sliding and potential contact loss, which have to be considered to obtain

realistic results.

The pantograph is modelled by a lumped mass model, as seen in Figure 4a.125
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This model only introduces vertical displacements and the movement of the

three masses is linearised with respect to the coordinate zref . The external

force fext, applied to the bottom mass of the model, simulates the action of the

up-lift mechanism. All the values which define the pantograph model can be

found in [15].130

Figure 4: (a) Lumped mass pantograph model. (b) Double-point interaction penalty

model.

To model the pantograph-contact wire interaction a penalty stiffness is intro-

duced at the interaction point to couple both models, which, according to [17]

is set to kc = 50 kN. As schematically depicted in Figure 4b, when the panto-

graph passes through the overlap section, there will be two interaction points,

one for each contact wire, which are on the same coordinate, so that in the case135

of double contact the original formulation from [14] must be modified. In this

case, the total interaction force of the j-th pantograph f j
int is found by totalling

the interaction forces of the two contact wires f j1
int and f j2

int so that:

f j
int = f j1

int + f j2
int = kc (z1 − zcw1 + z1 − zcw2) (3)

where z1 is the absolute height of the upper mass of the pantograph model and
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zcw1 and zcw2 the height of the contact point of the first and second contact140

wire, respectively.

This contact model only takes into account the vertical component of the

interaction force. However, in the overlaps there is a longitudinal impact of the

contact strip on the overlapping contact wire. According to some preliminary

calculations, this impact is expected to be low enough to be neglected, since the145

contact wire at the impact point is practically horizontal (it is only inclined at

an angle of approximately 0.2 o).

To consider contact loss with each contact wire independently, the inter-

action force with the contact wire i is governed by the following unilateral

non-linear behaviour:150

f ji
int =

 kc (z1 − zcwi) if z1 > zcwi

0 if z1 ≤ zcwi

(4)

The whole dynamic problem is solved by means of the efficient offline/online

strategy proposed in [14] with the previous modifications to cope with multi-

ple pantographs interacting with two catenary sections simultaneously. The

offline/online method is based on the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) integra-

tion scheme [18] and the non-linearities (dropper slackening and contact losses)155

are efficiently dealt with by applying an iterative procedure in each time step

(∆t = 1 ms).

The simulation of a single pantograph running at 300 km/h is given as

an example of the dynamic results that can be obtained with the extended

model with overlap sections. Again, the defining parameters of the overlap160

section are provided in Table 1. It should be noted the external uplift force fext

applied to each pantograph was appropriately tuned in all the simulations to

fulfil the maximum mean interaction force f̄int, allowed by the electrotechnical

standards [19]:

f̄int ≤ 70 + 0.00097v2 (5)

where v is the train’s speed expressed in km/h. For a v = 300 km/h the165

mean value of the interaction force should be 157.3 N, which is accomplished by
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setting the uplift force fext = 166.5 N for this specific pantograph and catenary

models. If any parameters of these models are modified, the uplift force must

be recalculated.

The plots in all the examples discussed in this work show the interaction force170

raw version without any cut-off frequency filter. However, similar conclusions to

those presented along this paper are obtained if using a 20 Hz low-pass filtered

interaction force as some standards suggest.

In this case, the obtained interaction force is given in the top graph in

Figure 5, in which the central and overlap spans can be seen to behave differently.175

The main feature is the peak force that appears when the pantograph starts

to interact with the contact wire in the second catenary section, which reaches

282.8 N. Other differences can be quantified by the interaction force SD obtained

for the four central spans σc = 26.76 N, and for the four spans centred on the

overlap section σo = 28.99 N, which have a slightly higher fluctuating behaviour.180

Indeed, the highest value of σ is found in the two spans centred on the overlap

section (from 845 m to 975 m), taking a value of 31.10 N. The lower graph in

Figure 5 gives the contribution to the interaction force of each contact wire along

the overlap section. The pantograph starts interacting with the second contact

wire some metres before reaching the crossing point (910 m) and remains in185

contact with both wires for 13.4 m.

3. Consideration of extra features on the catenary model

Double cantilevers and tensioning efficiency were incorporated in the cate-

nary model to study their contributions to the interaction force and thus, verify

if they need to be further considered. As both elements are placed at the ends of190

a catenary section, any effects on the pantograph-catenary dynamic interaction

are expected to occur near the overlap section.

3.1. Simulation of double cantilevers

The three central poles of the overlap section (see Figure 1) are endowed

with a double cantilever (see Figure 6) to support the cabling of both catenary195
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Figure 5: Total interaction force (top figure) and the contribution of each contact

wire (lower figure) in the overlap section.

sections. One is a fixed bracket without steady arm which constrains the vertical

movements of the contact wire.

Figure 6: Photo of a double cantilever on a post in the overlap section.

Both cantilevers are separated by a distance of lc, which is usually around

1.5 m. A simulation with two pantographs running at 300 km/h and spaced

at 200 m was performed with two different catenary models at values of lc =200
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1.5 m and lc = 0 m to evaluate the effect of double cantilevers on the dynamic

behaviour of the system. The latter is the usual simplified scenario with the

two cantilevers placed at the position of the post. A scheme of the top view of

the overlap geometry is provided in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Schematic top view of the overlap section with double cantilevers separated

by a distance of lc (dimensions in millimetres).

The interaction force obtained is given in Figure 8 for both front and rear205

pantographs along the overlap section. Some differences were found between

the pantographs, which are more appreciable in the trailing pantograph in the

overlap section (from 860 m to 910 m) due to interacting with a catenary previ-

ously excited by the leading pantograph. There is also an increase in the peak

force when the pantographs start to interact with the second catenary section.210

Despite these small discrepancies in the interaction force, simulating double

cantilevers at the nominal position of the post could remain a valid option, at

least when using simple lumped-mass pantograph models with a single contact

strip.

3.2. Analysis of tensioning device efficiency215

Tensioning devices are installed at the ends of each catenary section to keep

the tensile forces constant in the contact line. These systems compensate for

variations in the length of the contact and messenger wires due to thermal

dilatations. Systems of weights and wheels such as that shown in Figure 9a are
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Figure 8: Interaction force along the overlap section produced by the interaction of

the front (a) and rear (b) pantograph with a catenary with double cantilevers spaced at

1.5 m and 0 m.

widely used for high-speed overhead contact lines.220

Figure 9: (a) View of a tensioning device with a system of weights and wheels, and

(b) forces acting on wheels and counterweights.
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Considering that the wire holds a nominal tension force F0, moment equi-

librium at wheels’ axis (see Figure 9b) leads to:

F0 ·R1 = mreal g ·R2 + Tf (6)

whereR1 andR2 are the inner and outer wheel radius, mreal is the counterweight

mass, g the gravity constant and Tf is the torque produced by friction.

The wheel system does not rotate unless the change in F0 is large enough225

to overcome the maximum resistive torque, so that for a catenary section i and

a certain wire k (k = {c, m} for contact and messenger wires respectively) its

tensioning device efficiency ηki, is defined as the factor by which the traction

force of the wire k, F0k, can be changed without moving the corresponding

wheel system, usually within [0.97− 1.03] according to [1].230

Temperature changes can cause sufficient variations in the traction force on

the wires to move the tensioning system. However, our simulations revealed that

in normal operations the passing of the pantograph only causes minor variations

in the wires tension and this is unlikely to move the wheels system. However,

even if this movement is allowed for in the model the effect on the dynamic235

behaviour of the system in minimal.

Regarding the static configuration of the catenary system, the efficiency of

the tensioning devices has a major effect, since the actual tension of the wires

can be |η − 1|F0 without being compensated by the movement of the tensioning

devices in a catenary section. To simulate this effect, the first step consists of240

solving the shape-finding problem described in Section 2 with design conditions

(ηki = 1) to obtain the undeformed length of each element of the mesh. The

tension force is replaced by ηkiF0k and a non-linear static equilibrium problem

(Eq. (1)) is solved. As a result, the final initial catenary configuration differs

from that planned in the design, as depicted in Figure 10 for an extreme scenario245

in which ηki ∈ [0.95− 1.05].

An enlarged view of the contact wire reveals that its height varies by at

most ±3 cm at the centre of the span with respect to the nominal height when

efficiencies are ηc = ηm = 1.05 and ηc = ηm = 0.95, respectively. If different
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Figure 10: Contact wire height in catenaries with different tensioning device effi-

ciencies.

efficiencies are imposed for the contact and messenger wires’ tensioning devices250

(ηc 6= ηm, dashed lines in Figure 10), the variations in contact wire height from

the nominal catenary are similar to those with ηc = ηm. These results highlight

the fact that contact wire height is more influenced by the efficiency of the

messenger wire tensioning devices than by the efficiency of its own tensioning

devices.255

Regarding the dynamic behaviour of the coupled pantograph-catenary sys-

tem, it is important to note the effect of changes in the efficiency of the tension-

ing system on the interaction force. For this, six scenarios were studied from

simulations with two overlapped catenary sections whose initial configuration

was obtained by considering different tensioning efficiencies. A summary of the260

results obtained from the different scenarios is given in Table 2, with the SD and

maximum value of the interaction force for the front and rear pantographs for

15



Table 2: Comparison of the interaction force SD and maximum (σ(fint), fmax
int, ), in

a centre and overlap section of the catenary, for the front and rear pantographs in six

scenarios combining different tensioning devices efficiencies.

Scenario Nominal 1 2 3 4 5 6

Section 1

efficiency

CW 1.00 1.05 0.95 0.95 1.05 1.05 0.95

MW 1.00 1.05 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Section 2

efficiency

CW 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.05 1.00 1.00

MW 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05 0.95

σc(fint)

(N)

Front 26.76 23.43 27.00 27.83 23.51 23.51 27.83

Rear 36.50 31.81 45.45 45.47 33.59 33.59 45.47

σo(fint)

(N)

Front 30.40 30.79 30.80 31.64 29.04 29.47 31.80

Rear 47.59 51.98 50.64 49.98 45.05 46.32 47.43

fmax
int,c

(N)

Front 252.5 235.8 247.5 256.2 229.1 230.2 256.2

Rear 257.8 243.5 308.8 286.2 229.1 230.2 286.2

fmax
int,o

(N)

Front 282.8 302.3 307.5 260.6 285.8 265.9 274.6

Rear 388.4 491.8 381.2 333.6 401.8 361.7 321.1

the central and overlap spans σc(fint), fmax
int,c and σo(fint), fmax

int,o, respectively.

The main conclusion drawn from these results is the remarkable influence of

tensioning devices efficiency on the dynamic behaviour of the coupled pantograph-265

catenary system, not only on the overlap spans (x ∈ [845, 975] m) but also in

the central spans due to the change in the initial configuration. The results also

reflect the great complexity of the pantograph-catenary dynamic interaction,

especially in the overlap section (see Figure 11), since none of the six scenarios

simulated produced either an overall benefit or disadvantage.270

4. Effect of train speed on the overlap sections

Higher train speeds are known to reduce current collection quality. This

phenomenon has been widely studied in the literature (see for example [20, 21])
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Figure 11: Force produced by the interaction of the front (a) and rear (b) pantographs

in two catenary sections with different efficiencies.

for the central spans of a catenary section. However to the best of our knowledge

no work has been done on transitions between two catenary sections.275

A number of simulations were performed with the nominal catenary and a

pantograph running at speeds between 200 km/h to 340 km/h. The interaction

force SD for each speed is shown in Figure 12, in which the dashed lines refer

to central spans while the solid lines represent overlap spans. This analysis also

considered both front (circle markers) and rear (cross markers) pantographs.280

Figure 12 shows the increase of σ(fint) when the train speed rises. A greater

σ(fint) is obtained in the overlap section than in the central spans not only for

the nominal speed, as concluded in Section 2, but also for the entire speed range.

The slight difference in the front pantograph between σ(fint) in the overlap and

central spans remains almost constant with speed, showing that the slightly285

negative effect on current collection quality in the overlap sections at higher

σ(fint) is the same at 200 km/h as at 340 km/h. In the rear pantograph, a

higher increment is observed which varies with speed.

Another important aspect to consider is the statistical minimum value of
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Figure 12: Evolution of interaction force SD with train speed in central and overlap

sections for both front and rear pantographs.

the interaction force in the overlap section, since it increases the probability of290

contact losses and arcing. Figure 13a shows magnitude (solid line) versus train

speed. Although a small increase in minimum interaction force is apparent

at high speeds in the front pantograph, which could be viewed as a positive

trend, in fact the statistical minimum computed as (f̄int − 3σ(fint)) remains

almost constant (dashed lines in Figure 13a). On the other hand, in the rear295

pantograph both real and statistical minima fall below zero, which reveals the

higher chance of contact losses at high speeds in the overlap section, especially

for v > 300 km/h.

In Figure 13b variations of the maximum interaction force max(f ji
int) in the

overlap section of pantograph j and contact wire i are given in relation to speed.300

The general trend indicates increasing values as speed rises. It should be noted

that the maximum contact force between the front pantograph and the second

contact wire max(f12
int) is higher than that with the first contact wire max(f11

int)

for the entire speed range. These results indicate that higher wear rates can be

expected in the first spans of a catenary section.305
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Figure 13: (a) Real and statistical minimum interaction force of both pantographs

and (b) maximum interaction force max(f ji
int), between pantograph j with contact wire

i in the overlap section.

5. Parametric analysis of the overlap contact wire height

A parametric analysis was performed with h1 ∈ [0.1, 0.7] m and h2 ∈

[0, 0.06] m to study the influence of the contact wire height profile in the overlap

section on the pantograph-catenary coupled dynamics. As defined in Figure 2,

h1 and h2 are the contact wire heights at the supports on the overlap section.310

According to [19], there must be a clearance of 2S0 between the moving steady

arm and the cantilever structure, where S0 is a value defined by the infras-

tructure provider (12 cm in Spanish high-speed lines) which corresponds to the

maximum steady arm uplift when the pantograph passes. This clearance can

be reduced to 1.5S0 if the steady arms are equipped with an uplift stop. The315

actual maximum value of the lower limit of h1 in high-speed catenaries is then

obtained by the addition of the pantograph gauge with the necessary space to

arrange the rods of the double cantilever. As can be seen in Figure 14, all these

premises lead to h1 > 0.45 m as the maximum lower limit of h1. However,

in this analysis the lower limit in h1 was reduced to h1 > 0.1 m to study the320

dynamic behaviour of the system in a wider scenario.

As in the previous examples, the simulations were performed with two pan-
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Figure 14: Schematic view of a double cantilever in the overlap section. Pantograph

gauge and spatial limitation of the height of the fixed point h1.

tographs separated by 200 m running at 300 km/h. Figure 15 shows the in-

teraction force SD, σ(fint), as a function of h1 and h2, as in Figure 16 for the

maximum interaction force and Figure 17 for its statistical minima. These mag-325

nitudes were measured in the three spans containing the crossing point of the

contact wires of two sections for both front and rear pantographs. It is impor-

tant to note that some points were removed (those with minimum h1 and high

h2) due to interaction with the anchoring spans.

As a general observation, the height of the fixed bracket, h1, is the most330

influential of the two parameters studied, while the crossing point height h2

has little influence, especially for low h1 values beyond the limit of 0.45 m

(highlighted by a red line).

In view of the results obtained, the optimal geometry of the overlap spans is

that in which h1 = 0.1 m and h2 ∈ [0, 0.035] m, not only for the front pantograph335

but also for the rear, because the interaction force shows the lowest SD values

and maximum and the highest statistical minimum value. As pointed out above,

there is a technical limit in h1 which is shown as a red line in Figure 15. Its

nominal value is h1 = 0.6 m (marked with a red point in Figure 15), and there is
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Figure 15: SD of the interaction force measured in the three spans centred on the

crossing point. (a) Front and (b) rear pantograph.

Figure 16: Maximum interaction force measured in the three spans centred on the

crossing point. (a) Front and (b) rear pantograph

.

therefore great room for improvement by installing new bracket configurations340

to reduce h1 closer to the pantograph gauge limits (green solid and dashed lines

in Figure 15), as long as it is an electrically connected overlap. Nonetheless, in

the case of insulating overlaps, an air-gap distance (0.3-0.45 m) must always be

kept between the two contact wires.

For a deeper analysis of the results, the focus was put on four different345
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Figure 17: Statistical minimum interaction force measured in the three spans centred

on the crossing point. (a) Front and (b) rear pantograph

.

contact wire profiles selected from the parametric space, matching its four limits

(numbered points marked with crosses in Figure 15a). The contact wire height

on the two central overlap spans for these four points of the parametric space

is plotted in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Contact wire height in the overlap section for the four parametric space

limits (h1, h2).

Figure 19 gives the interaction force between the front pantograph and both350

contact wires in the overlap section. The points at which the pantograph starts
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interacting with the second wire (top graph) and stops interacting with the first

wire (bottom graph) are highlighted with vertical dashed lines. The interval

between these two lines is the distance in which the pantograph is in contact

with both wires. Note that this interval must be within the limits [845, 975] m355

of the fixed bracket positions since the pantograph cannot interact with the

anchoring spans.

Figure 19: Interaction force between front pantograph and contact wire of the ending

catenary section (top) and the starting catenary section (bottom) in the overlap section.

There is a direct relationship between this distance and the dynamic perfor-

mance of the system, since the longer the pantograph is in contact with both

wires, the lower the interaction force SD, the lower its maximum value and the360

higher its statistical minimum. These reduced fluctuations in the interaction

force at low h1 values could be associated with the fact that the interaction

with both contact wires begins and ends more gradually because the slope of

the wires is smaller, although this also causes some contact losses, especially

with the first contact wire.365

The previous parametric analysis of the overlap contact wire height was per-

formed on catenary sections whose tensioning devices compensated for nominal
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wire tension, even though, as mentioned in Section 3.2, this is not common in

a realistic set-up and may have a significant impact on the current collection

quality. To clarify the relationship between contact wire height in the overlap370

section and the efficiency of the tensioning devices, the different values within

the parameter (see Figure 15) are repeated here for two overlapped catenary

sections with ηc1 = ηm2 = 0.95 and ηc2 = ηm1 = 1 (one of the worst cases

in Table 2 for the front pantograph in the overlap section) and compared in

Figure 20.375

Figure 20: Standard deviation of the interaction force measured on three spans

centred on the overlap region for the nominal catenary and a catenary with different

tensioning device efficiencies. (a) Front pantograph and (b) rear pantograph.

In view of the results obtained, the front pantograph’s σ(f1
int) is greater than

that obtained for the nominal catenary at all the studied values of parameters

h1 and h2. For the rear pantograph, the lowest σ(f2
int) is obtained for one or

other catenary according to the values of h1 and h2. However, both pantographs

show a similar tendency to the reference case for changes in parameters h1 and380

h2, so that reducing h1 to the minimum is also applicable to actual catenaries

with non-unitary efficiency of the tensioning devices.
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6. Three, four and five-span overlap sections

The case of four-span overlap sections (common to many existing catenaries)

was thoroughly analysed in this study. However, some catenaries have three385

or five-span overlap sections, which guarantee pantograph contact with both

contact wires at the centre region of the span instead of at the supports (see

Figure 21).

On purely economic grounds, three-span overlaps are the cheapest solution

for obvious reasons, although they cannot be installed in high-speed catenaries390

with high contact wire mechanical tension and the usual span lengths, because

it is not possible to raise the contact wire sufficiently at the supports while

keeping it at an appropriate height at the crossing point.

This is why four-span overlaps are the common solution in high-speed cate-

naries. However, if the length of the span at which the contact wire rises is too395

short (usually Ls < [50− 55] m) it is difficult to achieve the desired height (h1)

at the supports. In this case, the usual solution is to adopt five-span overlaps.

Figure 21: (a) Four and (b) five-span overlap sections with identical contact wire

height in a span length centred at the crossing point.

The focus was on comparing the dynamic behaviour of four and five-span
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overlaps. In order to make the two models as comparable as possible, the

nominal four-span overlap catenary was selected and for the five-span overlap400

catenary the crossing point was set at 0.035 m above the nominal height (shown

as crosses in Figure 21), while the contact wire points at a half-span from the

crossing point are held at 0.231 m above the nominal height (depicted as circles

in Figure 21). The contact wire height profile in the region of a span length

(65 m) centred at the crossing point was therefore the same for both models.405
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Figure 22: Interaction force between front (a) and rear (b) pantographs and cate-

naries with 4 and 5-span overlap sections.

The pantograph-catenary dynamic interaction was simulated with the same

settings as in the previous examples to obtain the interaction force (see Fig-

ure 22). The contact force of the five-span overlap model was offset so that the

x coordinate of the crossing point (vertical dashed line) matched in both cases.

The fluctuations of the interaction force measured in the three spans centred410

at the crossing point lead to σ(f1
int4s

) = 30.40 N for the front pantograph in

the nominal catenary and σ(f1
int5s

) = 32.06 N in the five-span overlap cate-

nary model. This greater σ(fint) can be seen in Figure 22a, as well as the

lower minima and higher peak force in the first spans of the second catenary

section. The rear pantograph behaved rather better in the five-span overlap415
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section, as revealed by the lower σ(f2
int5s

) = 40.65 N and f2max
int5s

= 279.2 N if

compared to the nominal values σ(f2
int4s

) = 47.59 N and f2max
int4s

= 388.4 N (see

Figure 22b). There was thus a slight deterioration of the leading pantograph’s

current collection quality and a notable improvement of this magnitude in the

trailing pantograph in five-span overlaps. Along with other factors, such as ge-420

ometric design constraints or economic costs, these results could be used to tip

the balance in favour of either solution.

7. Optimisation of a catenary section geometry

According to the literature, contact wire height and dropper spacing are

the two geometrical factors which greatly influence the dynamic performance of425

the catenary system. Although previous studies [15] proposed optimal values

of these parameters to obtain the most uniform interaction force by minimis-

ing their SD, these optimisations only focused on the central spans and were

solved by means of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) considering a maximum of five

optimisation variables.430

In the present work, the optimisation of an entire catenary section, including

the transition spans, was carried out by means of a Bayesian Optimisation (BO)

technique [22]. The main advantage of BO algorithms in this problem is that

fewer evaluations of the objective function (OF) are required than with GA

(around 20 times fewer [23]), which means more optimisation variables can be435

included at a reasonable computational cost.

On the premise that all spans have seven droppers and must be equal and

symmetric, the set of nine variables to be optimised includes the distance be-

tween droppers x1, x2 and x3 (see Figure 2), the contact wire height at dropper

connection points h1
d, h2

d, h3
d and h4

d, and the supports’ heights h1 and h2 from440

which a parabolic profile is defined for the contact wire in the overlap section.

They can be grouped as:

p = [x1 x2 x3 h1
d h2

d h3
d h4

d h1 h2] (7)
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Figure 23: Entire catenary section, including a transition, used for the optimisation

problem.

The entire catenary section to be optimised is shown in Figure 23. It contains

12 spans; five central spans in Section 1, a further five are central spans in Section

2 and the last two belonging to the overlap section. The optimisation problem445

therefore reads:

min
p

OF (p) = σc (fint) + 5σo (fint)

s. t.

pmin
i ≤ pi ≤ pmax

i i = 1, ..., 9

(8)

where σc is the SD of the interaction force in the central Sections 1 and 2,

σo is the SD of the interaction force in the overlap section and each of the

optimisation parameters (7) are discretised and bounded. Note that σo was

weighted by a factor of five to compensate for being measured in only two450

spans, unlike σc, which was obtained in 10 spans. To solve the optimisation

problem (8), additional constraints were considered by penalising the OF when

they are active. These constraints were:

• pmin = [0.1 9.1 20.5 − 0.01 − 0.015 − 0.02 − 0.02 0.1 0]

• pmax = [9 20.4 32.4 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.02 0.7 0.06]455

• Slackened droppers are not allowed in the initial configuration.

• The pantograph cannot interact with the second catenary section before

the overlap section nor with the first catenary section after the overlap

section.

• Contact losses are not accepted.460
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With this setup the MATLABr built-in BO algorithm with default options

was run, reaching 1000 evaluations of the OF. Figure 24 shows that the optimum
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Figure 24: Minimum objective trace at each evaluation of the OF.

was found after 620 evaluations and this value was not further updated in the

remaining evaluations, confirming the ideal performance of BO algorithms for

this problem.465

The best geometry was found to be the catenary initial configuration shown

in Figure 25, which also gives the optimal dropper distribution and contact wire

height in the span. The optimal parameter values p are compared with those

of the nominal catenary in Table 3.

Figure 25: Optimised catenary initial configuration with zoom view of contact wire

height.

Table 3 also shows the dynamic response of the system quantified by interac-470

tion force statistical parameters for the central, overlap and the entire catenary

sections. The results show a significant reduction of the interaction force SD, not
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Table 3: Comparison between the nominal and the optimised catenaries.

Nominal

catenary

Optimised

catenary

Inprovement

(%)

xi 6.00 9.48 8.70 4.72 11.13 10.97 -

hi
d 0 0 0 0 0 0.006 -0.004 0.001 -

hi 0.6 0.035 0.12 0.017 -

σc(fint) (N) 26.76 16.60 37.97

σo(fint) (N) 30.40 23.29 23.39

σtot(fint) (N) 27.45 18.54 32.46

fmax
int (N) 282.83 246.9 12.7

f̄int − 3σtot(fint) (N) 74.95 101.68 35.66

∆zmax
ra (cm) 10.54 9.11 13.57

only in the central spans (σc(fint)) but also in the overlap section (σo(fint)),

reaching more than 32% of decrease in the whole section (σtot(fint)), which

would allow the uplift force to be reduced in the optimised catenaries without475

increasing the risk of contact losses. The maximum value of the interaction

force fmax
int is almost 13% lower in the optimised catenary, its statistical mini-

mum f̄int−3σtot(fint) is 35% higher and the maximum uplift of any registration

arm ∆zmax
ra is 13.5% lower. These results indicate that the optimised catenary

section performs much better than the nominal catenary.480

Figure 26 gives a comparison of the interaction force obtained with the nom-

inal and optimised catenaries. The overlap section bounds are marked with

dashed lines. In this case, the most striking feature is the significant reduction

of the peaks in the optimised catenary. However, despite the intrinsic complex-

ity of the pantograph-catenary dynamic interaction, benefits in the optimised485

catenary response are found at other train speeds and in other catenaries such

as those without stitched wires.
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Figure 26: Comparison of interaction force obtained with nominal and optimised

catenaries.

8. Conclusions

This paper describes a detailed analysis of the pantograph-catenary dynamic

interaction in the overlap sections in two-pantograph operations. Although490

the results were obtained from a model based on the EAC-350 catenary, the

proposed methodology is valid for any other type.

The transitions between two tensioning sections are revealed as the most

critical in terms of current collection quality as measured by the interaction

force SD. This behaviour was found in a wide range of train speeds in which495

the interaction force peak values increase with speed while the minimum force

values tend to stay constant or even decrease with speed.

The effect of incorporating double cantilevers was checked to give the models

more realistic features. According to the results obtained, these elements do not

appear to be significant with barely any differences in the interaction force of500

both front and rear pantographs.

However, if tensioning devices are included in the models as non-ideal com-

ponents with mechanical losses, important effects are found in the initial con-

figuration of the catenary and consequently in its dynamic behaviour. The

efficiency of the messenger wire tensioning devices has a remarkable influence505

on contact wire height, which is lower than its nominal value for efficiencies

below one and vice versa.
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With respect to the contact wire height profile on the overlap spans, the

parametric analysis revealed that the height of the contact wire anchoring point

on the end support should be as low as possible to reduce interaction force fluc-510

tuations in both pantographs, also when deviations from the nominal efficiency

of the tensioning devices are considered.

The possibility of installing four or five-span catenary overlaps was also stud-

ied and their dynamic behaviour compared by numerical simulations. Consid-

ering only mechanical factors, five-span overlaps are slightly detrimental to cur-515

rent collection in the leading pantograph but markedly beneficial in the trailing

collector.

The Bayesian Optimization technique proposed in this paper is more efficient

than other optimization methods such as the Genetic Algorithms [15] since it

needs fewer objective function evaluations. The optimal contact wire height for520

the central and overlapping spans and dropper spacing were found, leading to

a catenary that provides an interaction force with a more than 32% lower SD.

The optimised catenary section enables a lower maximum and higher minimum

interaction force, while the maximum steady arms uplift is reduced by 13.5%

compared to the values obtained with the nominal catenary.525

These results and conclusions are strictly only applicable for the examples

used in the simulations performed in this work and experimental validation is

still required to corroborate them. However, they do contribute information,

guidelines and trends which can be used in a more general sense by catenary

designers and infrastructure managers.530
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